Study Sheet

What do you call a missing parrot? A polygon.

Listed below are the words for this week’s test. Use this study sheet to prepare.

1. accept  To agree to something.
2. except  To exclude.
3. affect  The new law will ____ business owners.
4. effect  A result or change.
5. stationery  Things used for writing.
6. stationary  Not moving.
7. aloud  She read the book ____ to her brother.
8. allowed  Smoking is not ____ in restaurants.
9. bare  The room was ____ after the movers left.
10. bear  This might be grizzly or polar.
11. bazaar  A Middle Eastern marketplace.
12. bizarre  Peculiar.
13. envelop  To surround.
14. envelope  Put a letter in one of these.
15. aisle  You can walk down one of these.
16. isle  Another word for island.
17. lose  Opposite of win.
18. loose  Not tight.
19. advice  A recommendation or suggestion.
20. advise  To recommend.
21. desert  A hot and dry place.
22. dessert  Eat this at the end of a meal.
23. through  From one end to another.
24. throw  To toss something.
25. thorough  Complete and methodical.